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HE SIGHT of RHS
Chelsea Flower
Show gardens in all
their splendour will
have many of us
trying to emulate
those Royal Horticultural
Society’s prize-winning garden
designers, although few of us
will get anywhere near their
combination of expert
knowledge and creativity.
Not knowing when a certain
perennial flowers or if another
plant is frost-resistant may well
create chaos in the herbaceous
border, but being ignorant of the
threat certain plants pose to our
pets can be catastrophic.
The scale of pet poisonings
through eating garden plants is
worrying animal welfare
charities. Blue Cross has carried
out a survey ahead of the
Chelsea Flower Show and
discovered gardens are a
minefield for our cats and dogs,
with the charity’s investigation
revealing 80 per cent of British
gardens contain plants that are
poisonous to pets.
One headline discovery is that
a quarter of dog owners have
bluebells in their garden despite
all parts of it being poisonous
and affecting a dog’s digestive
tract as well as its heart.
Likewise, lilies pose a
considerable threat to cats. One
poor animal had to undergo days
of intensive treatment at a Blue
Cross hospital recently after
simply licking lily pollen from
her paws. The Blue Cross
survey revealed that a quarter of
cat owners have lilies while 60
per cent of pet owners’ gardens
have daffodils and tulips, which

POISONOUS: Bluebells can affect a dog’s digestion and heart
are also harmful to dogs and
cats that get a taste for bulbs.
Mark Bossley, Chief Vet at
Blue Cross animal hospital in
London’s Victoria, says: “Lily
pollen is easily brushed on to
a cat’s fur and is extremely
harmful if they lick it while
grooming. Sadly, we have even
seen cats die after consuming
lily pollen in this way.
“While there are many plants
poisonous to pets, the harm they
can cause depends on the type

of plant, how much is ingested
and the size of the pet, but lilies
are a serious danger to all cats.
“If you think your pet may
have eaten or come into contact
with something they should not
have, or if they seem out of sorts,
always contact your vet as soon
as you can. The sooner we can
treat a poisoned pet the greater
the chance they can be saved.”
Surprisingly, rabbits are also
at risk from certain garden
plants. Foxglove and lily of the

valley are popular garden
flowers but are toxic to rabbits
and a threat to those with a free
run in the garden.
Besides being aware of the
threats certain plants pose, pet
owners who enjoy gardening
should also be conscious of the
way they work on their plots.
Inquisitive cats and dogs can
quickly turn discarded plant
material into a plaything, so
make sure all clippings and
weeds are disposed of promptly.
Water features and ponds are
particularly attractive to curious
cats, especially if they contain
a few tasty goldfish, and even
a dowsing can be dangerous.
Any cat that has suffered
a serious submersion should be
seen by a vet even if they appear
to have recovered, as there is
a risk of complications from
swallowing water.
A golden rule in the garden is
always to read the instructions
on insecticides and fertilisers
before use, to see if they have
specific information about
threats to domestic animals.
One garden fertiliser that can
have serious implications is
bone meal. The smell attracts
dogs but can cause gastricintestinal upsets even in small
quantities. Large amounts can
cause bowel blockages.
Most pet owners are aware
that chocolate is a risk to pets
but few of realise that mulch
made from cocoa shells can
contain theobromine, the same
harmful substance, while slug
and snail pellets can be
dangerous for pets too.
For more on poisonous plants
visit bluecross.org.uk

THIS spring has seen scores of seasoned birders
able to tick off four elusive birds on their checklists
after an unprecedented spate of arrivals. Two
rarities from across the Atlantic made landfall in
the West Country last month, and created mass
twitches in just a few weeks.
The first to arrive was a great blue heron on the
Isles of Scilly in April, seven years after the first
and only sighting of this North American
counterpart of our grey heron. Only a lucky few saw
the first recorded bird, also found on the Isles of
Scilly in December 2007. The latest individual,
however, has recently been seen regularly, to the
delight of all those who paid
handsomely to visit the
Cornish archipelago.
Another waif from America
created a similar Klondikerush, with birders heading
down to Meare Heath in
Somerset to see a female
Hudsonian godwit, the first
time one had been seen in
Britain for almost 30 years.
There have only been four
UK sightings of this species.
If birders felt all their
rarities had come home to
roost they were in for more
surprises last week when
Southern European birds dominated their diaries.
A citril finch (above), a distant cousin of the
goldfinch, was found on the western edge of
Holkham Pines, Norfolk, on Sunday, only the
second occurrence of this Alpine species. The first,
found on Fair Isle in 2008, hung around for six days
but was hardly seen because of its remote locality.
Last weekend’s citril finch show was only a
one-day affair but many birders who missed out
were compensated at nearby Blakeney Point the
next day when a pair of Moltoni’s warblers from the
Western Mediterranean arrived.
This species is relatively new to science, having
been genetically separated from the subalpine
warbler complex. There have been only three
previous occurrences.
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CHAS’S
ALLOTMENT

SOMETHING is giving my peas stick.
The black cotton I wound round the pea
sticks when the peas first made a show
done the trick but it just kept the little
birds away.
Now the pea plants are getting bigger
and I got a feeling that the stick they are
now getting is from those greedy pigeon
gits. They’ve moved in, trampled down
the black cotton, kicked out all the tits
and robins and took over, giving the
succulent green pea leaves maximum
munchage.
Time for some netting I think. In the
meantime I am going to go up and down
the row with some more black cotton. I’ll
let you know what happens.
Grass is really growing now, and down
at the bottom end of my plot I hadn’t yet
got around to trimming round the edge
and the lush grass was beginning to
creep into where I didn’t want it to.

So I lined up a couple of scaffold boards
and cut an edge with my American spade.
The ground was nicely damp so the clods,
or sizable sods I was able to lever out
nicely and carried each to the compost
heap by its head of long grass.
It felt very much like, as I walked and
the clod began to swing, that I was David
carrying the head of Goliath. A little bit
chilling really.
Haven’t saved enough toilet roll tubes
to sow all the climbing beans and
sweetcorn (which are overdue and need
to go in now) so I bought some Jiffy pots.
Little two inch pots that are made of a
fibrous material that you treat the same
way and plant the whole thing in the
ground when the seedlings are a couple
of inches or so high.
I’ll put two seeds in each pot, you can
put three to be sure but I don’t like to
have to deal with too many thinnings.

Especially those darling little sweetcorn
noses that poke through and if there’s
two about the same size, you’ve got to
choose. But you gotta be ruthless and
thin to one seedling.
Line the compost and seed-filled Jiffy
pots up in a seed tray and make sure the
pots don’t dry out.
An old boy on my old allotment used to
dread thinning out his seedlings. He felt
he was committing mass slaughter. “Here
we go Charlie,” he’d say, “my lettuces are
getting a bit crowded. Gotta be cruel to
be kind. I hate it though.”
I sort of knew what he meant but I ain’t
never been that bad.
But them darling little sweetcorn
noses. I can see ’em now as they poke
through. “Hello Dadda.” Perhaps I’ll sow
just one per pot. No. Can’t do that. I gotta
be tough.
● Follow Chas on Twitter @ChasAllotment
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